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1
Abstrat: The OFL model proposes a reied desription of the main onepts in-
luded in the objet-oriented languages based on lasses. With this model and
one of its interesting harateristis  the ability to reate and/or parame-
terize the relationships between lasses suh as inheritane  we aim to show
that we an benet from the information assoiated with these relationships
when they are used in the framework of appliations whih share persistent
data. Therefore we shall develop examples to show this ontribution through
two relationships: speialization and generalization of lass. For eah of these
examples, we present the onditions needed to establish the relationship. Then
we shall study the loading and updating phases and we shall detail the dier-
ent resulting situations. For these situations, we will give arising onstraints
and operations to perform. Thus, we want to demonstrate the interest of suh
relationships between lasses assoiated with more aurate semantis to share
persistent objets.
Keywords: Persistene, Relationship, Class, Speialization, Generalization, Evo-
lution
1 Introdution
The aim of our study is to improve the sharing of persistent objets between dierent
appliations. To this end we want to derease the dependene of those objets
with the struture of the shema of lasses. The means that we use to ahieve
this objetive is to take advantage of the semanti information provided by the
import relationships between lasses. Indeed, this information allows us to loosen
instantiation relationships, without breaking them, while an appliation is running.
The fat that several appliations aess the same persistent objets implies two
possibilities:
Partial shema of lasses Some appliations may have only a partial knowledge
of the persistent shema of lasses. The instanes of known lasses are of ourse
1
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diretly aessible. However we may also want to load other persistent objets
that an be seen as instanes of known lasses.
Evolution of lasses The lasses of an appliation an evolve. The persistent
instanes stored by the former versions of these lasses should be able to be
loaded, used, and even translated in order to be adapted to the new versions.
The seond situation, the evolution of lasses, will be dealt with the management
of speialized version relationships suh as those of the Presage system [Tal94℄. In
this paper, we shall only present elements of a solution for the rst situation.
In setion 2 we will rst present the ontext of our work, then we will show the
ontributions of the relationship information thanks to the two following examples:
speialization relationship in setion 3 and generalization relationship in setion 4.
For eah of these examples, we present the onditions needed to establish the rela-
tionship. Then we shall study the loading and updating phases and we shall detail
the dierent resulting situations. For these situations, we will give arising onstraints
and operations to perform. We want thus to demonstrate the interest of relationships
between lasses assoiated to more aurate semantis to share persistent objets.
We will onlude with an overview of possible future works.
2 Framework of the study
2.1 OFL model
The OFL model [CCL99a, CCCL00℄, whih is the basis of this work, is dened to
bring out the notion of relationship between lasses in the objet-oriented languages
(suh as Java [GJS96, AG98, Fla99℄, Eiel [Mey92℄, or C++ [Str97℄). OFL is de-
signed in the software engineering ontext [Ous99℄. It desribes, for eah language,
one language-onept entity whih manages one or several desription-onepts.
These desription-onepts represent the dierent kinds of lasses (for example, in
Java, we an nd lasses, interfaes, arrays, . . . ). Eah of them an be onsidered
as the soure or as the target of a relationship (desribed by a relationship-onept)
suh as inheritane or aggregation.
Hereafter, we present the few elements of OFL whih are mandatory for the
understanding of this paper.
 The system is fully reied: the lasses (suh as in CLOS or Smalltalk) and the
relationships are also desribed as instanes.
 The feature denition (funtions, proedures and attributes) and the invariant
(of lass), desribed under the form of onjuntion of onditions, are stored
within lasses.
 The values of the attributes are stored within instanes.
 When we speak about type of a feature, this means:
 for an attribute: its type,
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 for a proedure: the set of types of its parameters,
 for a funtion: the set of types of its return and its parameters (the
return is onsidered as a result-parameter whih provides only a syntati
simpliation).
 Eah lass denes a default value for eah of its attributes.
The main original aspet of our approah is to fous on the properties of the
relationship-onepts (relationships between lasses) in order to exploit these data.
The rst interest of this rih desription is that we an use this new information
to improve the quality of the developed software. Therefore, we an provide better
doumentation, maintenability, reusability, . . . Another interest is to be able to
make a better speiation of the relationships between lasses in objet-oriented
languages. For example, we an set a real speialization or generalization (or . . . )
relationship, as in the modeling stage (UML [BJR98, RJB98, JBR99℄), between two
lasses rather than using inheritane as a roundabout way.
Unlike Java, C++, Eiel, . . . , eah of whih oers an inheritane relationship
with xed semantis, we want to propose a more exible way to design more ade-
quate relationships. Like CLOS [Kee89℄ and Smalltalk [GR83℄, we an redene the
operational semantis of inheritane or even dene new relationships. But unlike
them, we want to oer the programmer a simple way to do that [CCL99b℄.
This paper does not present the OFL model nor the way to onstrut new rela-
tionships. We only want to show here some improvements to objet-oriented pro-
gramming within the framework of persistene.
2.2 Context
First, we are in the ontext of a persistent programming language whih does not rely
on a database management system. So some problems may appear. For example,
in an objet-oriented database management system, when you load an objet, you
automatially load its lass. We assume a persistent programming language whih
would not proeed this way. Indeed, as said in the introdution, an appliation may
have evolved independently of the persistent shema, but we think that we an even
so provide loading of the objet.
Thus, we want to point out that we are in the framework of a programming
language where the loading of a lass from the persistent shema is not performed
impliitly
2
. Therefore, loading an instane does not imply loading its lass. Our
approah is indeed to load this instane by adapting it to the transient shema (the
appliation one). We admit that it is also possible to load a attened view
3
of the
lass. We do not make any assumption on the fat that the loading operation is
more or less stati or dynami.
We have hosen to use the ROOPS servie [Cap99℄ whih provides a persistent
modeling of OFL entities. ROOPS is designed in order to allow the storage of both
2
The expliit loading of lasses is obviously feasible.
3
For a lass, attened means a transitive losure is made on this lass. All its features are so
seen as loal.
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instanes and lasses but also of all the information dealing with the relationships
between lasses
4
. The aim is to ontrol and maintain, the persistent information,
with as muh auray as possible. Therefore, the persistent representation of lasses
and relationships are here implemented in order to improve the use of persistent
instanes
5
but not to allow the dynami loading of lasses and relationships. This
is obviously feasible in another ontext.
To explain our approah, we shall now give a denition of the following terms:
migration, loading and updating.
What is meant by migration is the proess whih allows to hange the lass of
an objet. It is not the polymorphism whih allows to onsider an objet as an
instane of a ompatible lass. It is an irreversible transformation (unless we do
an opposite migration whih is not a anellation but another transformation whih
annot guarantee that the objet will ome bak to its original state). Therefore,
the migration allows to break the instantiation relationship whih exists between an
instane and its lass.
The loading is the operation whih makes an objet go from the persistent world
to the transient one. The updating proess is the reverse operation.
In the framework of our approah, we did not allow to perform the following
operations during the updating proess:
 The migration. We onsider that the hange of lass for an objet is too muh
important an operation and it an not be made impliitly by an appliation
when updating. Indeed, an appliation ould lose the trak of an instane that
it reated if another appliation makes this instane migrate.
 The modiation of the value of persistent attributes whih are not
loaded in the transient world. In order to keep the integrity of persistent
instanes at the updating time, those attributes, whih are not loaded by the
appliation, must not be modied.
 The representation of an objet of the real world by several persis-
tent instanes. In order to keep the integrity of the persistent world (any
persistent objet has a unique identity) at the updating time, if the transient
image of the persistent instane is inompatible with this persistent instane,
the reation of a new persistent instane orresponding to the same objet is
prohibited.
2.3 Caption
Finally, gure 1 gives the ommon aption of all the other gures of this doument,
therefore they will only show the spei part of their aption.
j is an image of i means that j desribes the same objet as i but with another
type. X is the same lass as Y means that X, from the persistent world, is faithfully
represented by Y in the transient world.
4
The relationships between lasses and objets, suh as that of the instantiation, or between
objets are also designed in OFL and ROOPS. But this paper does not intend to address these
kinds of relationships.
5
An improvement an atually be expeted beause the strutural information is more preise.
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jiClass
Occurrence
CAPTION
j is an image of i
i
X Y
X X wants to use i
X is the same class as Yi X i is an occurrence of X
Figure 1: A ommon aption
3 Speialization relationship
3.1 Denition of the relationship
A speialization relationship denes a relationship between a soure-lass and a
target-lass. Inheritane, whih is generally present in the objet-oriented languages
and whih an also be found in UML, is a good approximation of this relationship
[Mey97℄. The neessary and suient onditions to be able to establish a speial-
ization relationship between the S soure-lass and the C target-lass are:
1. S owns all the features of C.
2. S an add new features to C.
3. S an redene the features of C if and only if the type of redened attributes,
redened feature parameters, and redened funtion results are speialized
aording to the type dened in C (ovariane).
4. The invariant of S satises the invariant of C.
5. All the instanes of S are also instanes of C.
The two following examples present typial ases of speialization:
1. The SQUARE lass (soure-lass) is a speialization of the RECTANGLE and LO-
ZENGE lasses (target-lasses).
2. The PORSCHE lass is a speialization of the CAR lass.
3.2 Illustration: inuenes and ontributions
To illustrate the use of the knowledge of a speialization relationship for the man-
agement of persistene, we give the example desribed in gure 2. In the persistent
world, the DIESEL_CAR lass (whih has a diret d1 instane) is a speialization of
the CAR lass.
Here are some elements of the two denitions of lass (aording that DIESEL_OIL
is a speialization of FUEL). It is not a soure ode but rather a attened desription
of these lasses.
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YX X is a specialization of Y
CAPTION
CAR
DIESEL_CAR
d1
CAR
APPLICATIONPERSISTENT WORLD
Figure 2: A speialization relationship
Class CAR
Features
owner: PERSON
fuel: FUEL
onsumption: INTEGER
Invariant
onsumption  0
End_Class CAR
Class DIESEL_CAR
Features
owner: PERSON
fuel: DIESEL_OIL
onsumption: INTEGER
preheating_time: INTEGER
Invariant
(onsumption > 0) ^
(preheating_time  0)
End_Class DIESEL_CAR
In the transient world, an appliation A loads the CAR lass from the persistent
world. But, A does not know the existene of the DIESEL_CAR lass (whih has been
reated by or for other appliations). A uses the instanes of CAR of the persistent
world and/or reates new ones. In order to illustrate the use of a speialization
relationship, we fous on an example: in A, we want to handle all the instanes of
CAR
6
.
3.2.1 Loading
Thanks to our gure we an see that CAR has not got any diret instane. However,
the speialization relationship whih joins CAR to DIESEL_CAR allows the polymor-
phism (as inheritane). A onsequene is that all the instanes of DIESEL_CAR are
also instanes of CAR. Indeed, we have to handle, in the transient world, the objet
d1 as a CAR
7
but not as a DIESEL_CAR.
It is obvious that the loading of d1 annot be made diretly. We must adapt
it to its new denition, that of the CAR lass (f. gure 3). For this reason and
beause it is a speialization relationship, it is neessary to perform the following
6
The aess to instanes is provided either by the appliation or the persistent world.
7
CAR must be onrete, so all its features are fully implemented.
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X Y X is a specialization of Y
CAPTION
d1
CAR
a1
DIESEL_CAR
CAR
APPLICATIONPERSISTENT WORLD
Figure 3: Loading of a speialized objet
operation to swith from the persistent instane to its transient image alled a1.
We must remove the value of the attributes added by DIESEL_CAR to CAR (value
of preheating_time). As we have seen in the ontext, attributes and methods are
stored in the lasses. Therefore, it is not useful to are about them at the instane
level.
Likewise, invariants are stored within lasses while instanes store only attribute
values. Therefore, the objet d1 does not desribe the type of its features: the
DIESEL_CAR lass does it. If some of these features have been redened aording
to CAR, then they inevitably have been speialized. So their value in d1 remains of
ourse ompatible. As a onsequene, no partiular adaptation is neessary on the
type of features.
3.2.2 Updating
When the appliation A has used (and modied or not) a1, the user is faed with two
situations while updating the persistent world aording to the state of the transient
world:
No updating is wanted. Appliation A uses persistent data but does not want
to propagate any of its modiations to the persistent world. Thus, there is nothing
to do in suh a ase.
An updating is wanted. This is possible only if the value of eah attribute (of
a1) speialized in DIESEL_CAR is ompatible with its type in DIESEL_CAR. It is also
neessary that a1, to whih the diret attributes of DIESEL_CAR had been added
with their value from d1, satises the invariant of DIESEL_CAR (f. gure 4).
If these two onditions are not satised, A is notied that the updating (under-
stood as: without making d1 migrate, without modifying the value of its attributes
that were not handled by A and without reating a new persistent objet whih is
not dependent on d1) is impossible. It is not possible beause we annot make d1
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d1 a1
CAR
DIESEL_CAR
CAR
X Y X is a specialization of Y
CAPTION
APPLICATIONPERSISTENT WORLD
Figure 4: Updating of a speialized objet
migrate. To modify the value of the attributes that were not used by A and to reate
a new persistent objet whih is independent from d1 are also forbidden.
It is obvious that any diret instane of a lass
8
in the persistent world an
always be loaded and updated without any diulty. The problem happens only for
indiret instanes.
3.2.3 Another situation
We an study the reverse situation. In the persistent world of gure 5, there is an a2
instane of the CAR lass (of whih DIESEL_CAR is a speialization). The appliation
B of the transient world loads the DIESEL_CAR lass but not CAR
9
. In B, we want
to handle all the persistent instanes of DIESEL_CAR as well as all the instanes
of CAR whih are ompatible with DIESEL_CAR (i. e. all the CARs that ould be
DIESEL_CARs or else all the diret instanes of CAR whih satisfy the onditions of
a DIESEL_CAR).
This problem is solved, in setion 4, bearing in mind that speialization is the
reverse of generalization.
4 Generalization relationship
4.1 Denition of the relationship
A generalization relationship is the reverse of a speialization relationship desribed
in setion 3. For lak of anything better, the inheritane present in the objet-
oriented languages is sometimes used to implement a generalization [Mey97℄. In
8
In our version relationships, whih will be presented in a future paper, eah version of a lass
would be itself a lass with its diret instanes.
9
Two situations an our. Either CAR has been added to the persistent shema of lasses after
the design of B, or the designer of B has loaded a attened view of DIESEL_CAR without taking
are of the remaining part of the persistent shema of lasses.
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a2 X Y X is specialization of Y
CAPTION
CAR
DIESEL_CAR
DIESEL_CAR
APPLICATIONPERSISTENT WORLD
Figure 5: Another onguration for a speialization relationship
order to be able to establish a generalization relationship between a S soure-lass
and a C target-lass, it is neessary to satisfy the following onditions:
1. S annot dene new features.
2. S an remove some features from C.
3. S an redene the features of C if and only if the type of redened attributes,
redened feature parameters and redened funtion results are generalized
aording to the type dened in C.
4. The invariant of S is equivalent or less strit than the C one.
5. The set of the instanes (extension) of S inludes all the instanes of C.
The two examples of the speialization relationship an be analysed again for
the generalization relationship and we add a new one:
1. The RECTANGLE and LOZENGE lasses (soure-lasses) are generalizations of the
SQUARE lass (target-lass).
2. The CAR lass is a generalization of the PORSCHE lass.
3. The AIRCRAFT lass is a generalization of both HELICOPTER and PLANE lasses.
4.2 Illustration: inuenes and ontributions
To illustrate the inuene of the generalization relationship in the management of
persistent objets, we reuse the CAR and DIESEL_CAR lasses dened in setion 3.2.
As in generalization, this example is presented in gure 6.
The DIESEL_CAR lass is loaded by an appliation A from the transient world.
This lass is stemming from the persistent world whih also ontains the CAR lass
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a1 X Y X is a generalization of Y
CAPTION
CAR
DIESEL_CAR DIESEL_CAR
APPLICATIONPERSISTENT WORLD
Figure 6: A generalization relationship
(a generalization of DIESEL_CAR). A has no knowledge of CAR. There is a persistent
a1 instane of CAR. We an admit that the appliation A wants to handle all the
persistent instanes of DIESEL_CAR but also those of CAR whih are ompatible with
the desription of a DIESEL_CAR.
4.2.1 Loading
We an see that the DIESEL_CAR lass has no instane, the CAR lass has one. How-
ever, this instane an be viewed under some onditions as a DIESEL_CAR.
An a1 instane of CAR in the persistent world an beome a d1 instane of
DIESEL_CAR in the transient world, following the next hronologial steps:
1. a1 is loaded in transient memory (let us all it a1-aux).
2. Eah missing attribute from a1-aux aording to DIESEL_CAR is added to
a1-aux with its default value dened in DIESEL_CAR.
3. If and only if a1-aux satises the invariant of DIESEL_CAR, then in the transient
world, it is viewed as an instane of DIESEL_CAR alled d1 (f. gure 7).
If the ondition mentioned in the last step is not satised then a1-aux is removed
from the transient world. Therefore, the loading of a1 is impossible.
As for the speialization (f. setion 3.2.1) during the adaptation from a1 to d1,
we do not address neither the invariants nor the routines beause they are desribed
at the lass level and not at the instane level.
4.2.2 Updating
When all the operations are nished in the transient world, we deal with the updating
phase in the persistent world. Several situations an our:
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a1 d1
YX X is a generalization of Y
CAPTION
DIESEL_CAR
CAR
DIESEL_CAR
APPLICATIONPERSISTENT WORLD
Figure 7: Loading of a generalized objet
No updating is wanted. All the modiations made in the transient world are
lost.
An updating is wanted. Here we fae two alternatives:
 No value of an attribute added to d1 have been modied
10
. In this ase,
it is useless to keep the value of these attributes. a1 from the persistent world
is therefore updated aording to the attributes of d1 dened in CAR (f. gure
8). Moreover this is diretly possible beause the invariant of DIESEL_CAR is
ompatible with the CAR invariant. Indeed, this ompatibility is ensured by
the semantis of the generalization relationship.
d1
X Y X is a generalization of Y
CAPTION
DIESEL_CAR
CAR
DIESEL_CAR
a1
APPLICATIONPERSISTENT WORLD
Figure 8: Updating of a generalized objet (partiular ase)
 The value of at least one attribute added to d1 have been modied.
We want to keep a1 from the persistent world as a diret instane of CAR. We
also want to keep the new information brought by A whih onsiders a1 as a
10
They still have their default value.
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DIESEL_CAR. In this purpose, we add an adapter to a1 in the persistent world.
It allows to onsider a1 as a diret instane of DIESEL_CAR. This adapter alled
d1-a1 ontains all the values of the diret attributes of DIESEL_CAR. In our
example, we keep all the values of the attributes of d1 that are not in a1
11
(f.
gure 9). The values of the attributes of d1 ontained by CAR are updated in
a1, those spei to DIESEL_CAR are updated in d1-a1. An adapter an be the
interfae of only one instane. An instane an have several adapters, eah of
them being attahed to a dierent type
12
.
a1
X Y X is a generalization of Y
Instance adapter
CAPTION
DIESEL_CAR
CAR
DIESEL_CAR
d1
d1 - a1
APPLICATIONPERSISTENT WORLD
Figure 9: Updating of a generalized objet
4.2.3 Another situation
We will study the reverse situation. In the persistent world, we nd the CAR lass
whih generalizes DIESEL_CAR (with a d2 instane). In the transient world, an
appliation B only loads CAR. B wants to handle all the CARs of the persistent world.
It is easy to notie on gure 10 that it is the same onguration that of speialization
desribed in setion 3.
5 Prospets and onlusion
Thanks to the two examples studied, this paper has presented our rst works on the
use of information assoiated to the relationship between lasses in order to manage
persistent objets.
In these examples, the use of spei relationships (speialization and general-
ization) shows that they are more pertinent than a simple inheritane relationship.
Indeed, inheritane an be used for numerous uses (suh as speialization, general-
ization, views, versions, ode reuse, . . . ). It is therefore impossible for the system to
attah some strong semantis to the edges (inheritane relationship) of the shema
11
Hene the notation d1-a1: d1 minus a1.
12
It means an objet an have several instantiation relationships to dierent lasses.
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d2 X Y X is a generalization of Y
CAPTION
DIESEL_CAR
CAR
CAR
APPLICATIONPERSISTENT WORLD
Figure 10: Another onguration for a generalization relationship
of lasses. It is even more diult to use this semantis when the instanes are
loaded by appliations whih only know a part of this shema.
We have also shown that a better knowledge of relationships between lasses
 at the persistent level as well as in transient appliations  allows to handle
instanes whih, otherwise, would not be loadable by appliations.
These are our development prospets:
 the generalization of this approah to version relationships to handle the ap-
pliation evolution,
 the study of the inuene of use relationships (suh as aggregation or ompo-
sition) in addition to that of the import relationships (of whih inheritane is
the spearhead) whih has been made in this paper,
 an extension of this approah removing some of the onstraints set in the
ontext setion (for example, we ould aept migration in some situations),
and
 the programming of a prototype handling a subset of the OFL model, for
example by extending Java with one or several new relationships.
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